
Lattice Communications triples revenues and doubles work force in 2011 

FAIRFAX, Iowa, February 22, 2012 - Lattice Communications, the U.S.'s largest stocking dealer 

of telecommunications shelters, cabinets, generators and towers including new rectifiers, fire 

suppression, H.V.A.C. and construction services, tripled revenue and doubled in work force in 

2011 in the midst of the most challenging economic climate since the Great Depression. 

By making prudent choices with the company direction in the marketplace, Lattice's outlook for 

the next year and beyond is excellent with tremendous opportunities for both short and long term 

growth. 

"We are positioned better than ever to deliver larger, more comprehensive services for both 

construction and equipment supplies," said Bruce Leventhal, President of Lattice 

Communications.  "By deepening our relationships with manufacturers, expanding our 

manufacturing of new shelters and coupled with the release of innovative product offerings, the 

upcoming years will prove to be incredibly exciting with continued exponential growth." 

Improved training programs, new Fortune 500 employee benefits, upgraded infrastructure and 

software applications will help Lattice Communications to become prepared for increased and 

sustainable enterprise growth in 2012. 
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About Lattice Communications: 

Lattice Communications is the nation’s largest stocking dealer of telecommunications shelters, 

cabinets, generators and towers including new rectifiers, fire suppression, H.V.A.C. and 

construction services.  Lattice provides generator monitoring and emergency generator leasing 

where you are guaranteed 99% reliability. Our elite partnerships with manufacturers provides top 

tier pricing and attractive leasing options that we share with our customers – yielding them the 

industries top pricing advantage.  You can feel confident in the value you receive from Lattice. If 

your project requires unique specifications or difficult timelines, Lattice Communications 

manufacturers our own line of custom concrete shelters to meet your projects demanding needs. 

Need control over your project from start to finish with one point of contact?  Lattice 

Communications has the unique ability to provide its own in-house turn-key construction 

services across the U.S. including: civil, concrete, electrical and project management. Lattice’s 

products and services are unified with its in-house logistics business – eliminating the middle 

man – providing efficiency and savings. 


